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Category:Video game hacking Category:Video game modification tools Category:Linux video games Category:Video game video game remakesNottingham Forest midfielder Billy Sharp has been called up to England Under-21 squad for match against Turkey on Tuesday. Harry Kane, Jermain Defoe, Tom Ince and James Milner are other Liverpool names left out while Norwich City's Tom Huddlestone
and Southampton's Jay Rodriguez are the latest additions. Preston striker Tom Ince had a successful week in Turkey and has been called up. He will join other Liverpool players Aaron Lennon, Jonjo Shelvey, Martin Kelly and Tom Brewster at the squad. Liverpool also face Turkey at Anfield on Friday, a day before England's friendly against the Netherlands at Wembley. Huddlestone is included despite

being left out of the FA Cup squad while Southampton left-back Jay Rodriguez makes his debut. Gareth Southgate said: "Joe Hart, Phil Jones and Adam Lallana are all in with Joe being the outstanding performer. "Stuart Pearce and Jamie Carragher are both included, with Jamie still in fine form after being such a key player at Euro 2012. I've also chosen to include Tom Huddlestone because of his
excellent form with Brighton this season." But Manchester United defender Jonny Evans is left out as is Norwich City star Danny Shittu, who was not even an England under-21 player. Southgate's teenage stars included Tottenham trio Dele Alli, Dele Mills and Harry Winks. Tottenham winger Cameron Carter-Vickers was on the bench while Shea Williams and Scott McTominay were both included.
"Harry Kane was clearly our stand out performer during the tournament and he'll be part of the squad next time around, but I wanted to rest him this time and give him a little break after last week," Southgate said. "Tom Ince, Jermain Defoe and James Milner all did well for the side and all deserve their places in the squad for their performances." There are 12 Liverpool players in the England squad

with the captain in the form of Steven Gerrard. Southgate will be without Liverpool's skipper after he injured a hamstring, so the captain's armband will be passed to Adam Lallana. Huddlestone and Everton defender Phil Jagielka are the only two players from the first round of games to be left
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